DURING OCTOBER
HONOR COUNCIL HEARD ONE CASE

Honor Code: I will not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who do.

Case 149 - Plagiarism; sanctions included suspension

To all,
Have a nice and safe holiday!

xoxo - Student Ambassador, Kirren Jackson

Please don’t forget administrative offices will be closed the following dates for the holidays:

November 25th – 27th (Thanksgiving)
December 10th at noon
December 11th – January 3rd (Christmas/New Years)
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- Reflections
- Holiday Announcement
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Rob’s (No Spoilers) Review
by Rob Rodriguez

James Bond: Spectre

I really don’t like writing negative reviews. I am a HUGE fan of the movie industry and like to see the positive in all films no matter what. So I will present this review with as much positivity as possible. “Spectre” stars Daniel Craig as James Bond in another round of adventures. This movie builds on his previous incarnations of this character and storyline. You don’t exactly have had to have seen previous movies to follow along, but it wouldn’t hurt to get a refresher.

The plot: The British government wants to combine all intelligent agencies from the free world and have one big mega super intelligent network to fight international crime. The James Bond crew doesn’t want that to happen so they fight the government to not let that happen. Then there’s the side story lines of James Bond’s personal history of his mysterious family deaths and his foster family. Then there’s the other side story of a previous Bond villain returning and his family being a part of the secret government agency trying to control the intelligence agencies... are you confused? I certainly was.

This movie had FANTASTIC action that we’ve seen thousands of times before. If you watch any spy movie, spy TV show, crime drama, government drama, or any movie with a secret government plot... then you’ve seen this movie. My complaint isn’t the lack of originality over this James Bond material it’s that it seems like this movie was written by a teenager that just learned about the birds and the bees. As I watched this movie I was trying to pinpoint what movie or show I had seen the ending plot twist from... it wasn’t Black List, or Mission Impossible. I sat and stewed wondering where I had heard this all before. As the final villain re-emerges at the last scene it dawned on me... Austin Powers. Yeah baby yeah, that Austin Powers. This movie is a dark, gritty reboot of the entire Austin Powers trilogy (there was even the cat).

This movie is worth watching, but I recommend waiting until it comes out on Redbox. 3 out of 5 stars.

December Inspiration
by Evelyn Calderon

Christmas time is here. This month is a month for joy, laughter, and singing every day.

Put your problems on probation
Run your troubles off the track,
Throw your worries out the window
Get the monkeys off your back.
Silence all your inner critics
With your conscience make amends,
And allow yourself some happiness
It’s Christmas time again!

By: (by Bob Lazzar-Atwood)